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Abstract-In modern days, multilevel inverters are generally
used in the high precedence in many large industrial drive
applications. The dependable nature of the multilevel inverters
are distressed by the failure of power electronic switches. The
idea of Multilevel inverter is acquainted with a point with lessen
exchanging loss and to acquire the output voltage with
numerous means to accomplish the improved influence quality
and higher voltage capacity. Multilevel inverters are utilized in
high voltage AC engine drive, distributive age, high voltage
direct transmission just as SVC applications. In this paper,
failures of power semiconductor switches of multilevel inverters
are investigated with the help of precise fault diagnostic system
during open switch and short condition. The significant
frequency domain features of the output voltage signals are
extracted using Fast Fourier Transform decomposition method.
The Offline Artificial neural network has been trained by
MATLAB software and the overall system parameters are
conveyed.

medium voltage matrices (2.3, 3.3, 4.16, or 6.9 kV).
Hence, another group of multilevel inverters has developed
as the answer for working with higher voltage levels [1-3].
Multilevel inverters incorporate a variety of intensity
semiconductors and capacitor voltage sources, the output
of which create voltages with ventured waveforms. The
compensation of the switches allows the expansion of the
capacitor voltages, which arrive at high voltage at the
output, while the force semiconductors must withstand just
diminished voltages. Figure 1 shows a schematic outline of
one stage leg of inverters with various quantities of levels,
for which the activity of the force [4-10].

Index Terms—Fault Diagnosis, Finite-State Machine, Multiple
Open-Circuit Faults, Rough Set Theory, T-Type Inverter.

I. INTRODUCTION
Multi-Level Inverter (MLI) is a power electronic system
that produces output voltage from several levels of DC
input voltages. The alluring component of this innovation
is for the most part in the scope of medium to high voltage
application and offers various focal points when contrasted
with the traditional two-level inverter. Multilevel inverters
are utilized in power transformation framework because of
improved voltage and current waveforms. It is as of late
rose as significant choices in high force medium voltage
applications as a result of their bit of leeway over the
ordinary one and their capacity to decrease the bothersome
sounds. With the goal that presentation and proficiency of
the framework is improved. As of late, industry has started
to request higher force gear, which currently arrives at the
megawatt level. Controlled air conditioning drives in the
megawatt run are normally associated with the mediumvoltage organize. Today, it is difficult to associate a
solitary force semiconductor switch legitimately to

Figure 1.One phase leg of an inverter with (a) two levels,
(b) three levels, and (c) n levels. Semiconductors is
represented by an ideal switch with several positions.
A two-level inverter produces a output voltage with two
qualities (levels) as for the negative terminal of the
capacitor, while the three-level inverter creates three
voltages, etc. Taking into account that is the quantity of
steps of the stage voltage as for the negative terminal of
the inverter, at that point the quantity of steps in the
voltage between two periods of the heap is (1) and the
quantity of steps in the stage voltage of a three-stage load
in wye association is (2) The term Multilevel begins with
the three-level inverter presented. By expanding the
quantity of levels in the inverter, the output voltages have
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more advances producing a flight of stairs waveform,
which has a diminished symphonious mutilation.
Notwithstanding, a high number of levels expands the
control unpredictability and presents voltage awkwardness
issues. Three distinct geographies have been proposed for
Multilevel inverters: diode-clasped (impartial braced);
capacitor-clipped (flying capacitors); and fell multi-cell
with independent dc sources. Moreover, a few tweak and
control methodologies have been created or received for
multilevel inverters including the accompanying:
Multilevel sinusoidal heartbeat width regulation (PWM),
multilevel specific consonant disposal, and space-vector
balance (SVM).
The most appealing highlights of multilevel inverters are
as per the following.
1) They can create output voltages with incredibly low
mutilation and lower.
2) They draw input current with exceptionally low
bending.
3) They produce littler normal mode (CM) voltage, in this
way diminishing the worry in the engine course. Likewise,
utilizing refined balance techniques, CM voltages can be
disposed of [8].
4) They can work with a lower exchanging recurrence.
The consequences of a patent inquiry show that multilevel
inverter circuits have been around for over 25 years. An
early detectable patent showed up in 1975 [9], in which the
course inverter was first characterized with an organization
that interfaces independently dc-sourced full-connect cells
in arrangement to blend a flight of stairs ac output voltage.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
In this section the comparison of the techniques which are
proposed by several authors in order to perform fault
detection as well as the classification is performed. Now
days it includes the problems of identification as well as
fault diagnosis in the PV systems. The adverse advantage
can be taken from these type of methods contains symbolic
reasoning, flexibility as well as the ability so to explain
results. These methods are also capable of making quick
decisions as well as analyze then on-linear, large, and
complex as well as even incomplete data patterns.
In this paper [1] author introduced an enhanced H-Bridge
multilevel inverter is proposed with the sinusoidal tracking
algorithm. The proposed multilevel inverter (MLI)
comprises of two half H-Bridges fell with two
unidirectional switches, n direct current (DC) sources, and
(n-2) number of bi-directional changes together to shape
an improved H-Bridge (EHB) multilevel inverter. The
output voltage levels of an EHB MLI relies upon the
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quantity of DC sources, the quantity of bi-directional
switches, and the connection between the extent of leftside and right-side DC sources. With the expansion of DC
sources, bidirectional switches, and utilizing the sinusoidal
following calculation, the exhibition of the inverter is
improved with highlights like an expanded number of
levels and a decrease in the all-out symphonious bending
and exchanging loss. In all the methods of activity of the
proposed inverter, just three switches are "ON", with the
goal that conduction loss are less.
In this paper [2] author proposed a comparative analysis is
presented for conventional and modified H Bridge
configuration of 5 and 7 level inverter. An altered H
Bridge converter uses a diminished number of switches for
a similar level output when contrasted with the ordinary HBridge arrangement. The lower number of switches will
bring about decreased exchanging loss, establishment cost
and converter cost. R and RL kind of burden is utilized and
the comparing voltage waveform is investigated for its
consonant substance. It tends to be seen from the outcomes
got that the Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) in the
adjusted and traditional 7 level design is not as much as
that of the 5 level inverter setups.
In this paper creator Ding et al. introduced issue
recognition and confinement channels for three-stage AC–
DC electronic frameworks [4]. Chitaliya et al. proposed an
element extraction and order process dependent on wavelet
PCA and neural systems. DWT was applied to produce
highlights from singular wavelet sub-groups. The wavelet
coefficients were used as an element vector for customary
handling. PCA was utilized to lessen the dimensionality of
the element vector. The element vector was used for
characterization dependent on Euclidean separation and
neural system classifier [5].
In this paper creator Chitaliya et al. likewise presented a
productive strategy for face include extraction and
acknowledgment dependent on form let changes and PCA.
Each face was deteriorated dependent on form let change.
The form let coefficients at different scales and edges were
watched for low and high frequencies. The recurrence
coefficients were utilized as a component vector [6].
Estima et al. detailed a calculation for continuous multiple
open-circuit shortcoming finding in voltage-took care of
heartbeat width modulated engine drives by reference
current blunders [7].
In this paper creator Ghimire et al. displayed a coordinated
and information driven flaw recognition and conclusion
plot for a car electric force controlling framework [8].
Haddad et al. presented a flaw discovery and
characterization conspire for perpetual magnet coordinated
machines. This plan depended on quick Fourier change
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(FFT) and direct discriminant examination. Three sorts of
flaws, to be specific, demagnetization deficiencies,
between turn short out, and static capriciousness, were
talked about. The machine was controlled dependent on
three-stage current sources. The sounds of stator voltage
were utilized as highlights for the classifier of deficiency
discovery. 2D limited component investigation was
applied to demonstrate the machine under solid and flawed
conditions. Direct discriminant examination was applied as
an arrangement technique, and the recurrence range was
broke down dependent on FFT [9].
In this paper creator Liu et al. proposed a multi-deficiency
characterization strategy dependent on wavelet SVM with
the PSO calculation. The calculations were actualized to
break down the vibration signals from moving component
direction. The moving components were preprocessed
through observational model disintegration. A separation
assessment strategy was applied to diminish repetitive data
and use the fundamental highlights for the arrangement
procedure [12]. Luo et al. proposed a help vector
information depiction plan of fluffy grouping for simple
circuit deficiency analysis. Fragmentary wavelet change
was applied to remove shortcoming highlights.
Shortcoming tests were preprocessed by actualizing the
partial piece network. Two strategies were used with the
hereditary calculation (GA) to acquire the ideal partial
request. A limit esteem was additionally used to lessen the
fluffy area. In view of relative separation, fluffy flaws
were analyzed in fluffy sets [13].
In this paper creator Malathi et al. detailed a model for
deficiency characterization in an arrangement repaid
transmission line. This system depended on multi-class
SVM and multi-class outrageous learning machine. These
strategies utilize the data recovered from wavelet decay for
the current sign shortcoming [14]. Masrur et al. structured
an AI method to analyze flaw multi-lebels. A neural
system framework was additionally intended to recognize
and separate common kinds of disappointments, for
example, shortcircuits, post shortcircuits, single-switch
opencircuit issues, and obscure shortcomings [15].
Ramkumar et al. proposed a GA-based particular
consonant end technique for the enhancement and basic
assessment of a three-level inverter. The technique gave
authority over the consonant range, which was made by a
force electronic converter. This plan depended on the use
of AI calculations, for example, GA, for single-stage
unipolar waveform [16].
In this paper creator Upendar et al. proposed a measurable
choice tree-based shortcoming order philosophy for the
insurance of intensity transmission lines. The calculation
depended on the wavelet change of three-stage current,
which was estimated with order and relapse tree
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techniques. Wavelet change produced hidden data about
the shortcoming circumstance. The shrouded data was
given as the contribution to the order and relapse tree
calculations and was utilized to arrange deficiency types
[17].
In this paper creator Tang et al. figured a help support
machine (SVM) in light of disorder PSO. A multideficiency characterization framework was set up and
demonstrated to be practical for the shortcoming finding of
pivoting machines [3]. Weiqiang et al. structured a
summed up approach for wise issue discovery and
recuperation in power electronic frameworks. Issue
identification depended on the connection between's
fundamental estimations and shortcomings. For each force
electronic segment, open-and short out issues were
infused, and various voltage was watched. Astute control
was used to connect with excess parts to blame
recuperation [18].
Table 1: Summary of Intelligent Computational
Methods.
Authors

Method
s

Purposes

Tasks

Fault
Diagnosi
s

The
exhibition of
the inverter
is improved
with
highlights
like an
expanded
number of
levels

ChithajMallikarju
n [2]

Total
Harmon
ic
Distorti
on
(THD)

Diagnosi
s&
Identific
ation

The lower
number of
switches will
bring about
decreased
exchanging
loss,
establishmen
t cost and
converter
cost.

Tang et al. [3]

Support
Vector
Machin
e

Fault
Diagnosi
s Of
Rotating
Machine
s

It performs
multi-fault
classification

Weiqiang et al.

General

Diagnosi

Intelligent

AnnamalaiThiruv
engadam 1,* and
Udhayakumar [1]

HBridge
multile
vel
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[18]

ized
approac
h for
intellige
nt fault
detectio
n and
recover
y

s

fault
detection and
recovery in
power
electronic
systems.

Chitaliya et al. [5]

Wavele
t PCA
and
neural
network
s.

Diagnosi
s&
Identific
ation

PCA was
used to
reduce the
dimensionalit
y of the
feature
vector.

Ghimire et al. [8]

Integrat
ed and
datadriven
fault
detectio
n and
diagnos
is
scheme

Diagnosi
s
Strategy

Normal and
fault
conditions

Haddad et al. [9]

Luo et al. [13]

Fast
Fourier
transfor
m
(FFT)

Genetic
Algorit
hm
(GA)
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the framework has no flaws. Existing methodologies don't
viably distinguish deficiencies. A few information mining
methods are applied to proficiently recognize flaws.
Deficiency location is a significant piece of the
symptomatic framework to ensure the unwavering quality
and security of the framework under investigation. In this
investigation, the flaw examination framework manages
the forecast of defective parts/locales from the highlights
of stage voltage and current. Forecast of defective parts
takes into consideration the distinguishing proof of output
signal variety to forestall harm to the heap associated
toward the finish of the inverter. This procedure gives
security to the associated burden and safety measure for
the broken segments in the inverter framework. A circuit
that shows constant surprising conduct is alluded to as a
broken circuit. IGBT disappointments can be characterized
into discontinuous door failing, open-circuit, and short out
flaws. Each period of the three-stage inverter circuit is
examined dependent on wavelet change. The standard
deviation (SD) of the change coefficients is taken care of
as contribution to the classifier to recognize the issue type.
The primary goals of this investigation are recorded
beneath.
• To extricate shortcoming highlights from the stage
voltage output of the inverter (the PCA–DWT strategy is
in like manner proposed)

Detectio
n&
identific
ation
Detectio
n
algorith
m

2D finite
element
analysis was
applied to
model the
machine
under strong
and faulty
conditions.

Diagnosi
s
Strategy

A threshold
value was
also used to
reduce the
fuzzy region.

In the above table 1 the comparative analysis over
previously used algorithms is given.
III. CLASSIFICATION OF FAULTS IN GCPV SYSTEM
This section describes the fault detection in a three-phase
inverter by applying several approaches. In existing
systems, amplitude is obtained from phases, and absolute
values are checked with the threshold values. On the off
chance that the total worth is over the edge, at that point

• To build a shortcoming word reference utilizing the
removed highlights
• To order the inverter flaws utilizing a RVM classifier
• To advance the order precision utilizing the CSO
procedure
IV. PROBLEM DEFINITION
1.

Fault detection is utilized to determine whether a
problem has occurred within a certain channel or
area of operation.

2.

When a diagnostic system attempts to diagnose
problems, it exploits the fault dictionary to analyze
the types of faults.

3.

These optimization techniques easily achieve a
solution for complex problems in which existing
techniques present difficulties in converging.
V. CONCLUSION

In this study, an effective analysis was developed for fault
detection and classification with optimization techniques
in a three-phase inverter circuit. Twenty-five faulty
components exist, which are included in the proposed fault
dictionary to describe faults and their corresponding
conditions. The optimization techniques easily achieve a
solution for complex problems in which existing
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techniques present difficulties in converging. CSO–RVM
also exhibits better performance than existing AI systems
in terms of accuracy. In future, faults could be detected in
transmission lines based on classification and optimization
techniques. The size of the fault dictionary could also be
increased.
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